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1. Executive summary
The following document summarizes a qualitative report describing the stakeholder involvement for
mobility planning and pilot activities in Central Europe (CE) regions.
Each city-region documents a meeting held for local stakeholder involvement. Each report follows an
identical structure based on the previously given template tables (title table, summary table, table for
actions, table of participants).
The main points (focusing on the meeting results) of the report can be summarized in nutshell as follows:


Industrieviertel (Austria): The stakeholders are interested in the project. The general trend
goes in the direction of the environmental alliance. Modal split of Mödling already points into
the right direction.



Baden (Austria): As an advanced Austrian city still has the interest to improve the modal split,
not only of the inhabitants, but also of the municipal employees.



Bruck (Austria): Being part of the Smart cities is an extra advantage for the city and the
opportunity for MOVECIT project to have on board experienced city. Bruck is keen on
information and awareness raising actions, and data gathering is the bigger motivator of being
MOVECIT city.



Leoben (Austria): The city is also part of the Smart cities. What is interesting on the city is a
very innovative measure in the administration apparatus: the costs for business trips completed
with public transport are being refunded; there is no kilometre allowance for business trips
with the car. The measure is challenging for other cities as well.



Banská Bystrica (Slovakia): The City Hall management (mayor, vice mayors as well as relevant
directors) show willingness to improve mobility of staff. Generally, the need of the mobility
plan is welcomed and that is why the City Hall provides some capacity to assist the mobility
plan preparation.



Budapest (Hungary): The leaders of the university are generally open to innovative solutions. If
there is a specific need from the employees, the university tries to find a good solution.
However, the shift to sustainable transportation modes cannot be realized only by providing
the supply, it is more efficient to find existing demand and satisfy them. Financial and legal
issues prohibit easy realization of new initiatives. At the Centre for Budapest Transport
employees have advanced knowledge on sustainable mobility options and the company can be a
good example for introducing workplace mobility plans.



Békékscsaba (Hungary): The city of Békéscsaba is well known about the high modal share of
cyclists. The city has a very good infrastructure for cyclists. The City Hall is always interested
to find solutions, however it has no exact plan, how to promote sustainable commuting among
the employees. Bike racks has been improved year by year and these items are used by the
employees every day.



Modena (Italy): Development of a methodology for benchmarking and linking strategies to
identify mobility measures is a key issue related to mobility planning. Furthermore, good
infrastructure is needed for cyclist and pedestrian: cycle lane on the most important axis and
limited speed zones in all residential areas. The promotion of good practices is also important
by taking also examples from other European countries: the major area of interest is the
Province of Modena, but they operate at regional and Italian level too.
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Ljutomer (Slovenia): Step by step introduction into the mobility planning will be the most
effective approach. Employees need to slowly be involved into the process which is in short
term period very time consuming, but in the long term it will be more efficient.



Ústecký Region - City Hall Litoměřice (Czech Republic): The municipality tries to push through
long-term visions which are symbiotic with the basis of sustainable development. The town has
created the position of mobility manager whom competences are cooperation of activities of
mobility projects within the municipality, control of parallel development and harmonization
of the documents with the Plan of sustainable development.



Ústecký Region - City Hospital Litoměřice (Czech Republic): Management department of the
hospital is determined to deal with transport issues and they are open to new procedures.
There have been some surveys among employees in the past (not transportation related
surveys) so there is a possibility to use already existing system for this.



Leipzig (Germany): Good offers for public transport, increasing environmentally transport
modes, fostering cycling and better interconnection of cycling routes, further establish electro
mobility in the metropolitan area, dissemination events for raising awareness of mobility
management.

2. Introduction
MOVECIT - Engaging employers from public bodies in establishing sustainable mobility and mobility
planning – started in June 2016 and is a 36 months project supported by the INTERREG Central Europe
programme.
MOVECIT aims to make transport more sustainable in times of increasing individual and motorised mobility
in central Europe. City representatives, sustainable mobility specialists, environmental and regional
agencies as well as NGOs cooperate in the project. City administrations will implement mobility plans for
their institutions to change the commuting and business travel habits of their employees. Campaigns will
be developed and launched to make cycling, walking, and the use of public transport more popular. At the
same time measures like carsharing, bikesharing, e-mobility and improved carpools of city town halls will
be introduced in selected cities.
The project seeks to reach a wide audience among municipalities across the Central Europe region,
creating a large-scale impact, and in the longterm ongoing training on mobility plan development. In order
to achieve this, MOVECIT creates and implements its training transferred to national environment and two
Study visits and exploits its outputs for a long-term impact.
Through MOVECIT project selected cities will benefit from mobility plan created for city hall
administration. Project partners appointed as know-how provider will work intensely with the
municipalities appointed as know-how receiver. In the stakeholder involvement process several events will
be organized to reach the wider acceptance of the plans. The pilot actions and pilot investments will be
implemented to test the commitment of the staff employed at the municipality administration.
Communication and promotion activities will target more or less the staff working at the municipality
administration. Trendy campaign will influence on heart and mind of the target groups.
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3. Local
stakeholder
meeting
(Industrieviertel, Austria)

report

Topic

Stakeholder Workshop

Date

17th November 2016

Location

Mödling (Lower Austria, Industrieviertel) Pfarrgasse 9/2

summary

Summary
Background:

Main goals:

Previous
experience:



Mr. Gerhard Wannenmacher: Vice-mayor and city councilor for
transport and environment; he is responsible for the project
implementation MOVECIT in the municipality.



Mr. Puchegger: building authority and energy commissioner in
Mödling; he was involved in an E-Car Sharing project – Mödling has
one E-Car since May 2016, which is used quite frequently; involved in
organization of activities for the car free day;



Ms. Widmann: building authority, spatial and urban planning in
Mödling; she was involved in a project called “Mobility Dialogue”,
where different mobility measures and aims where defined; she also
was part of mobility surveys in schools and a project where pupils
wrote there thesis about one implemented mobility measure;



Ms. Schlechta: head of department of communication and citizen
service; she oversees all projects Mödling is dealing with.



To strengthen the environmental alliance



Climate protection



Mödling as small urban area does face some mobility and traffic
related problems, which should be solved (e.g. traffic congestions,
parking space overload)



Further increase of pedestrians and cyclists share



Find a way not to only reach out for the active people but also for the
ones who need to be more aware of the consequences of
unsustainable mobility behavior



Foster sustainable mobility behavior during business trips



Mödling implemented a lot of projects in the mobility sector.



Mödling becomes “Smart City”
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Current
situation:

Needs:

Ideas:

Barriers:

Knowledge
gaps:



Regional spatial planning program: together with other municipalities
and the state of Lower Austria guidelines are developed for the
regional development and regional cooperation



SUM: City-Surrounding-Management – regional cooperation between
Mödling, Lower Austria and other neighbor municipalities with the
capital Vienna – to improve the situation for people living in the city
region and make them benefit from it;



Architectural Competition for the redesign of the station square; the
whole station surroundings will be modified and planned in a way,
that people are invited to spend time there.



The city of Mödling has three E-Bikes (at the departments of
Wasserwerk and Wirtschaftshof), one E-Vespa, one E-car (specifically
for two ushers) and some bikes for the employees of the city.



Mödling is constantly trying to work on and increase the bike net.
Those efforts are even on the regional level of whole Lower Austria.



The city has bike parking with roof, it offers bike service free of
charge, it has one showering room in the neighbor building.



The parking spaces in the courtyard are free of charge – there are
about 20 of them. There is a parking garage not too far from the city
hall which is not paid by the city for their employees.



Mödling wants to have an exchange of experiences with different
cities and municipalities;



Information and awareness raising;



Self-awareness – how is it really going – data from the mobility survey
are very interesting to Mödling.



Money not only for car kilometers but also for bike kilometers



Rules about how/with what means of transport to do business trips,
reimbursement of parking fees etc.



Information of the municipality about ticket purchase



Information and awareness raising



Problem Car Sharing – people, joining the sharing community loose
private money for the covered kilometers, so for employees it seems
as if part of their income would be cancelled;



Usual barriers like comfort, convenience of the private car etc.



Mödling has quite a lot of experience in the mobility sector, they
already implemented a lot of projects fostering sustainable mobility;
but the city lacks of having an institutional and structured mobility
plan like MOVECIT is suggesting; Mödling participated in a project
where they developed a traffic concept for soft mobility but the city
has never developed a mobility plan of this kind for employees of the
city, which is more extensive than the concept;



Data about mobility behavior of the city`s employees.
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Willingness:



The general trend goes in the direction of the environmental alliance.
Modal split of Mödling already points into the right direction.



The stakeholders are interested in the project and in fostering soft
mobility of the employees, but they are afraid of too much work for
themselves. The principal support is there though.

Actions

Deadline

Responsible

1.

Mobility Survey

March
2017

PP3

2.

Stakeholder meeting (input for the development of the
mobility plan)

July 2017

PP3

3.

Training for the mobility team

October
2017

PP3

4.

Mobility Survey

March
2018

PP3

5.

Stakeholder Meeting (input for pilot action)

June 2018

PP3

6.

Dissemination of project leaflet

July 2017

PP3

7.

Campaign action (awareness raising)

July 2018

PP3

6.

Implementation of pilot action

November
2018

PP3

7.

Mobility survey

March
2019

PP3

8.

Press conference

April 2019

PP3

9.

Dissemination activities (info day, counselling…)

April 2019

PP3

4. Local stakeholder meeting report summary (Baden,
Austria)
Topic

Stakeholder Interview and desk research

Date

July 2016

Location

Telefone - Interview
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Summary
Background:

Mr. Gerfried Koch: Head of Municipal Dept. for Energy and Climate Manager

Main goals:

Previous
experience:
Current
situation:



Awareness raising for Climate Protection and Energy Efficiency for
employers



Changes to sustainable Modes of Transport



More e-cars and e-bikes



extension of the cycling- and walking network and prioritizing



Baden is one of Austrias 103 Klimamodellregion (Climate Model
Region) and has lots of experience on that field

In spite of measures for sustainable traffic solutions the trend for car-oriented
mobility is rising.
During the last years also Baden had undergone changes and improvements of
sustainable transport modes. These measures were the reconstruction of the
railway station with attractive bike and ride facilities for 600 bikes, the
introduction of a good cycling guidance system and the improvement of cycling
paths and routes to neighbouring cities eg. Bad Vöslau and Pfaffstätten.
The distances within Baden are walkable and attractive for pedestrians. 70% of
all local streets are 30 km/h zones. Baden has a klima-aktiv Partnership for
attractive sustainable transport. Private car parking is charged during weekdays.
Baden’s modal split of 2013/2014 was 42% car, 20% walking, 27% public transport
and 9% cycling.

Needs:

Generally, data is missing about the mobility behavior of the cities’ employees.
In both cities, the nextbike bikesharing system is not yet fully installed areawide. There are still gaps in the bicycle network and some bicycle paths are too
narrow or too busy and need broadening. The city centers are already attractive
but outside in the surroundings the walking and cycling environments needs to
be improved. Public transport is only attractive on the main routes (ie. Northsouth via railway or Badner Bahn and some routes east-west).

Willingness:

BADEN was the first Austrian municipality on board of the MOVECIT project and
shows strong commitment to realize a sustainable mobility plan.

Actions

Deadline

Responsible

1.

Mobility Survery

March
2017

PP3

2.

Stakeholder meeting (input for the development of the
mobility plan)

July 2017

PP3
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3.

Training for the mobility team

October
2017

PP3

4.

Mobility Survey

March
2018

PP3

5.

Stakeholder Meeting (input for pilot action)

June 2018

PP3

6.

Dissemination of project leaflet

July 2017

PP3

7.

Campaign action (awareness raising)

July 2017

PP3

6.

Implementation of pilot action

November
2018

PP3

7.

Mobility survey

March
2019

PP3

8.

Press conference

April 2019

PP3

9.

Dissemination activities (info day, counselling…)

April 2019

PP3

5. Local stakeholder meeting report summary (Bruck,
Austria)
Topic

Stakeholder Workshop

Date

14th September 2016

Location

Bruck an der Mur (Styria, Region Obersteiermark) Koloman-Wallisch-Platz 1

Summary
Background:

Mr. Hans Strassegger: Mayor of the city
Mr. Markus Hödl: Assistant in the municipal office; he is responsible for the
project implementation MOVECIT in the municipality

Main goals:



Increasing number of cyclist



Better infrastructure at the local municipal office



Increasing number of pedestrians



To strengthen the environmental alliance



Climate protection



Foster sustainable mobility behaviour during business trips
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Previous
experience:

Current
situation:



Bruck is part of the project Smart cities.



It is one of the main traffic junctions in Austria.



The city aims to develop a sustainable vision towards a greener
future. Furthermore, the objective comprises various spheres of
activity like mobility, construction, energy, supply and disposal



A roadmap and an action plan have been created in the course of a
process comprising 3 stages. Various stakeholders have taken part in
this project, among others citizens, representatives of all political
parties, industrial enterprises, energy suppliers ect.

For the mobility planning process, there are following data available


employees (home address of employees available)



Company cars



Company ebikes

Current there are following transportation modes predominant:


Individual automobile transportation – single occupancy



Public transportation – bus

The parking spaces nearby and they are free of charge. There is a parking garage
in front of the city hall which is not paid by the city for their employees.
Needs:

Willingness:



Bruck wants to have an exchange of experiences with Leoben (Leoben
is also a MOVECIT City Partner)



Information and awareness raising



Self-awareness – how is it really going – data from the mobility survey
are very interesting to Bruck

The general trend goes in the direction of the environmental alliance. The
stakeholders are interested in the project and in fostering soft mobility of the
employees, but they are afraid of too much work for themselves. The principal
support is there though.

Actions

Deadline

Responsible

1.

Mobility Survey

March
2017

PP3

2.

Stakeholder meeting (input for the development of the
mobility plan)

July 2017

PP3

3.

Training for the mobility team

October
2017

PP3

4.

Mobility Survey

March
2018

PP3
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5.

Stakeholder Meeting (input for pilot action)

June 2018

PP3

6.

Dissemination of project leaflet

July 2017

PP3

7.

Campaign action (awareness raising)

July 2017

PP3

6.

Implementation of pilot action

November
2018

PP3

7.

Mobility survey

March
2019

PP3

8.

Press conference

April 2019

PP3

9.

Dissemination activities (info day, counselling…)

April 2019

PP3

6. Local stakeholder meeting report summary (Leoben,
Austria)
Topic

Stakeholder Workshop

Date

23rd August 2016

Location

Leoben (Styria, Region Obersteiermark) Erzherzog Johann-Straße 2

Summary
Background:

Mr. Kurt Wallner: Mayor of the city
Mr. Gernot Kreindl: Head of building authority and environment; he is
responsible for the project implementation MOVECIT at the municipality

Main goals:

Previous
experience:
Current
situation:

Leoben’s objective is a totally car-free city center contributing to a high
standard living quality. Measures to support this goal have been started installing
a tactile leading system for pedestrians and traffic lights with acoustic signals.
Another important milestone is the reconstruction of sidewalks to increase
security and the desirability to explore the city per pedes.


Leoben is part of the project Smart cities.



It is one of the main traffic junctions in Austria.

Leoben is a city of short ways, where important relations are within walking
distance resulting in a relatively high percentage of 26% of pedestrians within
the modal share. An attractive innovation for pedestrians was the construction
of a new cycling and walking path in Leoben. (1) Leoben has already set a very
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innovative measure in the administration apparatus: the costs for business trips
completed with public transport are being refunded; there is no kilometer
allowance for business trips with the car. Leoben runs city bus lines, operated by
Stadtwerke Leoben and a bus-on demand system for regions not reached by the
public transport, especially for persons with mobility impairment.
Needs:

Willingness:



Information and awareness raising



data from the mobility survey

As „Smart City” Leoben’s vision 2025 is a population with increased awareness of
flexible, event-driven choice of transport (cycling, car sharing, inter-modality is
integrated in everyday life).

Actions

Deadline

Responsible

1.

Mobility Survey

March
2017

PP3

2.

Stakeholder meeting (input for the development of the
mobility plan)

July 2017

PP3

3.

Training for the mobility team

October
2017

PP3

4.

Mobility Survey

March
2018

PP3

5.

Stakeholder Meeting (input for pilot action)

June 2018

PP3

6.

Dissemination of project leaflet

July 2017

PP3

7.

Campaign action (awareness raising)

July 2017

PP3

6.

Implementation of pilot action

November
2018

PP3

7.

Mobility survey

March
2019

PP3

8.

Press conference

April 2019

PP3

9.

Dissemination activities (info day, counselling…)

April 2019

PP3
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7. Local stakeholder meeting report summary (Banská
Bystrica, Slovakia)
Topic

The main stakeholder meeting was focused on Planning of sustainable mobility on the
City Hall. Two parts meeting (the City Hall top management morning, employees’
afternoon) about the workplace mobility plan, its preparation, expected results. Very
fruitful discussions about possible measures. It is important that leaders of the City Hall
declared full support to pilot initiatives of sustainable mobility. Employees, presented in
room, supported the idea of the mobility plan and provided valuable feedback on
preparation phase as well as the plan as such. Three more meetings were organized in
order to obtain opinions and ideas from stakeholders not directly involved in mobility of
the City Hall (public administration institutions, private companies, NGOs and
individuals).

Date

22. November 2016
(additional meetings 19. and 20. September and 23. November 2016)

Location

Banská Bystrica, the City Hall

Summary
Background:

 The organization selected for the Workplace Sustainable Mobility Plan (WSMP)
is the City Office of the Banská Bystrica city. It is the public administration
body, the self-government of the Banská Bystrica City. The City Hall is located
in the wider city centre in walking distance from the city centre, train and bus
station. The public transport stop is located in 200 m distance with large scale
of connections. The car parking capacity in the yard is about 60 cars and
employees’ park cars also in streets nearby.

 There are 230 employees in the City Hall. At the moment, the City Hall as the
employer doesn’t incentive employees to commute sustainable but plan to do
it.

 The City Office is interested in improving of sustainable mobility in order to
decrease number of commuters by car and to motivate other institutions and
citizens in town.
Main goals:

Main goal is to change travel behavior of employees in order:


to decrease need of employees parking in and around the City Hall;



to decrease a level of congestion in the city centre;



to make a commuting easier for employees;



to serve as a good example before elaboration of the sustainable urban
mobility plan
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Previous
experience:

to increase the awareness and level of knowledge on sustainable mobility
within the city hall as a strategically important body responsible for planning
of the transport and urban development

The City hall made no particular initiatives and effort in changing of employees travel
behavior yet. Only two initiatives were developed: building of small bike shelter in the
City Hall’s yard and annual participation of the highest representatives of the City Hall in
the Bike to Work competition.

 The bike shelter is in general well accepted by employees and they use it
frequently.

 Participation in the BTW is considered as a good and motivating for both
employees and inhabitants.

 The political leaders as well as employees of the City Hall have in general
positive attitude to sustainable mobility.
Current
situation:

 There are no surveys of commuting yet. However, by rough estimations
employees commute mostly by public transportation (about two thirds of
employees) and by car. Prevailing mode depends on residence of employee
(though it is not a cardinal rule). Public transportation is used mostly for travel
from large living neighbourhoods, where network is good. Car transportation is
preferred from smaller and more remote quarters and from hinterlands.


People use public transportation mostly because there are not enough parking
lots around the City Hall. Bus vehicles are mostly modern and in good shape.

 The advantage is ideal position of the main transfer point of the public
transport situated just next to the City Hall.

 There is small bike shelter in the City Hall yard which is pretty used by
employees. No more incentives are implemented. Car pooling is not utilized
yet. Taxi is used to some extent as far it is not expensive.

 The City Police is good example - bike patrol, using of public transport in work,
e-car.
Needs:

Internal:

 increase awareness of employees about public transportation;
 introduce car-pooling (explain, show examples, consult)
 find out current travel behavior and barriers;
 convince more employees to change travel behavior mostly towards public
transportation;

 make employees’ cars parking more difficult
External:

 improve cycling and pedestrian infrastructure;
 introduce buses preference in streets;
 improve respects of drivers to pedestrians and cyclists
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Ideas:

 provide service bikes for in-town travel;
 financial contribution to buying bike;
 more bike stands and shelters;
 provide quality bike locks at the bike shelters and stands;
 car-pool application (in phones and PC);
 clarifying the bike shelter usage in the yard (who, how, when?);
 “point gathering system” for using public transportation (technically possible
thanks to use of bus cards);

 provide incentives for use of public transport
 allowing home office;
 limitation of car parking in yard and streets nearby;
 school buses and school mobility plans (to get rid of driving kids to school)
 coordination of work car travels;
 provide some funds for sustainable mobility from the city hall’s budget;
 negotiate better public transportation with providers, both in town and in
hinterlands

 negotiate bus preference with road & traffic authorities
Barriers:



not sufficient bus public transportation network and frequency in some
neighbourhoods

 not sufficient bus connections from hinterlands (except large ones);
 lack of safe cycling infrastructure (cycle paths, cycle lanes)
 feeling of not safe cycling in streets;
 necessity to drive children to schools;
 no general awareness about importance of sustainable mobility;
 higher comfort and flexibility of cars to buses, cycling and walking;
Knowledge
gaps:

 Information about various measures of sustainable mobility and mobility
management is missing. It should be spread among the City Hall staff to allow
it to choose and negotiate.

 IT applications are generally not available and/or known, like car- pool
coordination application, cycling navigation by phone.

 Travel behavior of employees is not known very much and has to be
investigated.

 Part of staff has not sufficient knowledge about public transportation in the
town (line directions, time schedules…).
Willingness:

The City Hall management (mayor, vice mayors as well as relevant directors) show
willingness to improve mobility of staff (particularly Vice mayor Gajdošík is very
committed). They are willing to learn about various measures, consider them and
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implement in real, even if they would not be popular. Generally, the need of the mobility
plan is welcomed and that is why the City Hall provides some capacity to assist the MP
preparation.

Actions

Deadline

Responsible

1.

Establishing of information base of the mobility management and
mobility plan preparation (intranet, newsletters)

January
2017

Ekopolis&City
Hall

3.

Further preparation of the workplace mobility plan methodology

February
2017

Ekopolis

3.

Establishing of the working group in the City hall

January
2017

Ekopolis&City
Hall

4.

Launching of the mobility plan preparation

February
2017

Ekopolis

Workshop part: Planning of sustainable mobility on the City Hall.
Stakeholders: The City Hall employees, 22. November 2016 afternoon, 24 employees, supporters of
sustainable mobility, from 16 departments of the City hall. See list of participants attached.
Additional meetings: Total 38 persons - representatives of the City Hall, 7 public institutions, 5 NGOs 3
private companies, active individuals. See lists of participants attached.

8. Local stakeholder meeting report summary (Budapest,
Hungary)
5.1. Meeting 1
Topic

Stakeholder meeting at the university about the mobility situation

Date

21.11.2016.

Location

Budapest, Technical University of Budapest

Summary
Background:



Budapest University of Technology and Economics, Faculty of
Transportation Engineering and Vehicle Engineering (BME) was
selected because the employees are academics in the field of
transportation. Most of them are holding a PhD, which means that
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they are forerunners in the knowledge and possibly the application of
innovative solutions. They have also a broad overview of sustainable
transportation options and have access to solution applied abroad.


Main goals:

Previous
experience:

Current
situation:

Furthermore, the general attribute of teachers for younger
generation is leading by good example, which could also be applied
for mobility related practice.

The main goal of the university is


the influence of long term decisions (e.g. home location) by providing
secure workplaces



firstly, to decrease the general mobility demand, which directly
implies the decreased usage of vehicles and thus CO2 decrease,



the decrease of travel time to work,



preferring more sustainable motorized vehicle usage (e.g. smaller
cars, motors),



preferring the usage of sustainable transportation modes.



On institutional level, there were no extensive surveys about mobility
and behavior. The leadership of the university is committed to
environment protection and the university has an institutional
development plan, but it does not include information of workplace
mobility.



The leaders of the university (dean, head of department) are
generally aware of travel habits of the employees. However, they do
not have any statistics or regular information of daily commuting
experience. In general mobility, related developments are based on
individual requests from the employees.



The need for parking facilities was surveyed, and the employees have
the opportunity to park their cars within the campus. Also free yearly
public transport ticket was introduced for a few years for business
trips, but this practice has stopped ca 5 years ago.



Among the employees there are some experts, who know SUMP
methodology and have experience with mobility plans. However, this
knowledge is not general among all of them.



At the university, all employees have the opportunity to park their
car at the university campus in a closed area for a predefined yearly
parking fee. There is also the option to park outside the campus on
the streets for daily parking fee. At the campus in front of the main
building of the faculty there are ca 20 motor parking lots.



Regarding public transport opportunities the employees from rural
areas receive a refund from their public transport ticket. Employees
living in Budapest do not get any reduction from their monthly ticket.



Employees using bicycles have the opportunity to get a key for
covered bike shelters. There is also a BuBi (bike-sharing) station near
to the main building of the faculty. Furthermore, the employees of
the department can use a common season ticket for bike-sharing
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system for free since 2015.

Needs:

Ideas:

Barriers:



Regarding infrastructure there are some bike lanes around the
campus, however they are not connected to various locations in the
city. Regarding the local infrastructure there is a shower in the
basement of the main building of the faculty.



Several employees in leading positions use bike regularly, which is a
good example for both the employees and students.



The employees prefer not spending all workdays at the university.
They rather would work from home occasionally.



There is a need to facilitate mobility within the campus, as walking
distances are quite long.



The support of biking is an essential and strongly emphasized need.
Also, the introduction of an incentive system is required.



There would be also a need to decrease walking distances to and
from public transport stops.



The better organization of the number of business trips and the usage
of sustainable transportation modes is also an issue.



There is a special need to support electric vehicles.



In general, the university supports telework initiatives and the
employees have flexible working hours, therefore they can work from
home. Furthermore, starting time of the work is also flexible, thus
avoiding peak hours is possible.



The solution for the mobility issues within the campus could be the
introduction of an electric roller fleet with several access points in
the campus. Another possibility is the creation of a shuttle bus
system with electric mini buses within the campus.



Biking can be supported by building lockers next to the shower. Also,
financial support for bike user would have an effect, maybe
additionally an internal competition among individual employees and
departments would be interesting.



Concerning walking distances, the relocation of tram and bus stops or
extension of the electric roller system next to the public transport
stops would be a solution.



In order to better organize business trips, company cars and company
public transport tickets could be introduced. So that these
possibilities are only used on demand, and thus the usage of private
vehicles would decrease.



To support electric vehicle usage loading stations could be installed
both for electric cars and for electric bikes. Furthermore, camera
surveillance system could be also installed to improve security.



The main barrier for working from home is organizational, as usually
employees have face-to-face meetings, thus they have to be present
at their workplace. Most employees have rather PCs at their
workplace not laptops, which prohibits teleworking.
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Knowledge
gaps:

Willingness:



The problem with electric rollers and buses are mainly financial.



Introducing incentives to support biking is legally not possible for
governmental institutions. They can provide conditions, but the
financial support should originate from the government.



Also, the control of real bike usage for the competition is a question.



The existing keys for bike shelters are only available for a single
shelter, not for all (one key per shelter).



The information is not known among employees about the shower,
and it is also badly located.



The biggest barrier is the lack of communication of sustainable
mobility and thus the lack of engagement of employees.



The relocation of public transport stops is out of reach of the
university, and the introduction of electric roller fleets has again
financial burdens.



Having a company car is problematic both from the financial and
operational aspect. Furthermore, it may generate extra demands,
which were not present before.



Concerning the loading stations again the financial burden is present,
but also legal problems appear, as the electric supply company does
not allow the deployment of such devices at the university campus.



In general, the employees are aware of sustainable transportation
mode usage possibilities and benefits. However usually the change of
attitude is needed, especially for older generation.



Usually the knowledge of safe bike routes and actual traffic
information is missing.



The leaders of the university are generally open to innovative
solutions. They have recognized the importance of sustainable
transport and are willing to support new initiative, campaigns and
actions. For this purpose, rooms are available.



If there is a specific need from the employees, the university reacts
and tries to find a good solution. However, the shift to sustainable
transportation modes cannot be realized only by providing the supply,
it is more efficient to find existing demand and satisfy them.



There is the willingness to promote teleworking and use Skype for
meetings.



Furthermore, the introduction of a company car is already a demand.
Therefore, the realization is a real opportunity.



Although strategic support is present, financial and legal issues
prohibit easy and fast realization of new initiatives.
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Actions

Deadline

Responsible

1.

Mobility Survey

March
2017

BME + employees

2.

Stakeholder meeting

July 2017

BME + stakeholders

3.

Training for the mobility team

October
2017

BME
+
employees

4.

Mobility Survey

March
2018

BME + employees

5.

Stakeholder Meeting

June 2018

BME + stakeholders

6.

Campaign action

July 2018

BME + employees

7.

Mobility survey

March
2019

BME + employees

selected

5.2. Meeting 2
Topic

Stakeholder meeting at the university about the mobility situation

Date

16.11.2016.

Location

Budapest, Centre for Budapest Transport

Summary
Background:



BKK Centre for Budapest Transport was chosen as a stakeholder
because this organization is responsible for the structure and
operation of transport services in Budapest. Therefore, employees
have advanced knowledge on sustainable mobility options and the
company can be a good example for introducing workplace mobility
plans.



The organization was established in 2010 by the Municipality of
Budapest and it is a municipal-owned company, therefore the
procedures and decision-making mechanisms are set by this
precondition.



BKK has a hierarchical institution system, as they are also responsible
for the operation of other transport providers.



The company is the only integrated mobility manager in the city,
which tasks are the comprehensive monitoring, management and
operation.
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Main goals:

Previous
experience:

Current
situation:



Around 1400 employees are present, from which around 500 people
are located in the headquarters of the company in Rumbach Center.



Not all employees are concerned about sustainable mobility, however
the majority support of innovative ideas, which could be a good
common understanding for developments.



The general company culture also helps in the initiation and
realization of new ideas, which may expand to R+D projects.

The main goal of the company is


to reduce individual car use, which is also a general goal of the city.



to realize the organizational goals of the company, which were
defined ca 1 year ago by CEO. Dr. Kálmán Dabóczi assessing corporate
values and presented a value tree, which may affect the issue of
employee mobility.



promote sustainable transportation modes. In order to support
realization, local bicycle racks and showers were established. The
question is what sort of further realizations could be done in the
future?



to change the vehicle fleet of the company in the future to exclude
diesel cars.



to realize a car-pooling system on staff level and to support better
cooperation through the corporate messenger system.



On company level, there were no extensive surveys about mobility
and behaviour conducted.



Some sustainable mobility related actions were realized based on
employee requests, e.g. shower, bicycle storage, carpooling ideas
based on individual initiative, leadership training, using stairs instead
of elevators, 70% reduction for bike-sharing monthly pass,
information about health awareness per e-mail.



The company participates regularly in European projects connected
to sustainable mobility (e.g. STARS Europe project), also in the
European Mobility Week. Furthermore, they have signed a
cooperation agreement with the Hungarian Bicycle Club.



It is important to notice that most of the developments were
independent initiatives, but not a systematic approach. This shows
the interest and commitment of employees, however because of the
unorganized structure, their initiatives do not cover all aspects of
sustainable mobility problems.



The mobility of the company is characterized by segmentation: the
top management has a company car for representation purposes, the
middle management can receive for a reduced price a premium car,
the employees have parking access for bicycles and motorbikes.



There is an internal directive about the optimal usage of private cars
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for the leaders of the departments.

Needs:

Ideas:

Barriers:



All employees, who need to move within the city for work purposes,
receive a free monthly ticket.



All employees receive automatically 70% discount on the bike-sharing
yearly pass fees.



Therefore, it can be stated that 80-85% of the employees go on foot
or arrive by public transport, 3-4% uses bicycle and only the
remaining people use car.



In general, the mobility situation is quite close to the optimal,
therefore no special needs have been arisen.



Still the mobility needs of the employees should be surveyed.



The acquirement of corporate values could be higher, so that almost
all employees are aware and accept these values, e.g. sporty, healthy
lifestyle. This would have a positive effect on the performance of
employees, and all in all it is the interest of the company.



Idea boxes should be created, where the employees may present
their ideas regarding workplace mobility plans.



Information and awareness raising could be forwarded through the
internal newsletter.



The corporate message wall could be used for the organization of carpooling trips, for the optimal use of company cars by announcing
individual reservations, and for information dissemination about the
bike storage opportunity in the garage.



Mobility related information could also be shared through the Outlook
calendar, which could include trip agendas of employees.



Posters could help providing fundamental information about elevator
usage (e.g. Did you try the stairs? 75% of all employees do walk.) and
about sustainable mobility related campaigns.



Increasing programs and mobility forms, which facilities community
building, e.g. car-pooling, using bike-sharing system together (“bike
train”).



Distribution of small brochures about sustainable ideas and best
practices.



Improving time management by changing main working hours to 7:0015:00 and 10:00-18:00.



In general, now there is an organizational uncertainty in the
company, therefore the long-term reorganization process puts other
issues behind, such as workplace mobility problems.



The employees of the human resource department are very much
overloaded; thus, they have not enough time to assess questions of
information provision and mobility campaigns.



There is quite high fluctuation of employees recently, therefore it is
difficult to start awareness campaigns again and again for the new
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recruits, and also individually established mobility co-operations (e.g.
car-pooling) change constantly.

Knowledge
gaps:

Willingness:



In general, all employees have a high amount of work, therefore they
have not enough time to handle other issues, as mobility related
problems.



A communication problem exists because of the high level of
centralization. New mobility related ideas are not distributed and
results are not disseminated among the employees.



There is a customer information centre and there is an internal
communication system, still the knowledge about mobility options
and opportunities are missing for the employees.



In some cases, there is a problem of attitude, that having a company
car means that the employees are using the company car even for
unnecessary short trips (e.g. to the town hall).



Only reduced information is available of suggested routes with
different mobility options.



In many cases static information (e.g. posters, message wall) would
be enough to enhance sustainable mobility choices.



In general decisions are made top down. The leaderships is dedicated
to promote sustainable mobility options and they also take into
account individual ideas.



The CEO is personally engaged in the education and training of the
staff, however on lower level the situation is mixed.



The employees are generally open to new innovative ideas related to
mobility.

Actions

Deadline

Responsible

1.

Mobility Survey

March
2017

BME + employees

2.

Stakeholder meeting

July 2017

BME + stakeholders

3.

Training for the mobility team

October
2017

BME
+
employees

4.

Mobility Survey

March
2018

BME + employees

5.

Stakeholder Meeting

June 2018

BME + stakeholders

6.

Campaign action

July 2018

BME + employees

7.

Mobility survey

March
2019

BME + employees

selected
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9. Local
stakeholder
(Békékscsaba, Hungary)

meeting

report

summary

Topic

Stakeholder meeting at the town hall where the MoveCit project was introduced
and the participants discussed the current mobility situation, and the potential
needs of the commuters.

Date

10.11.2016.

Location

Békéscsaba, City Hall

Summary
Background:

Main goals:



The city of Békéscsaba is well known about the high modal share of
cyclists. Around 30% of the trips are made by bike in the city. Almost
all people have an own bicycle and the city is proud of its bicycle
infrastructure.



The City Hall is always interested in improving the share of
sustainable commuting among the employees, and tries to find
solutions to motivate the citizens to use their bike more often.
However it has no exact plan, how to promote sustainable commuting
among the employees.



There are around 200 employees in the City Hall. The City Hall is
located in the city centre, on the main square, and it is in a walking
distance from all the important offices and facilities.



In the backyard of the Town Hall there is a free parking area for
employees and guest. It offers around 50 places.



Both sub-offices have a covered and locked bicycle rack, which can
be used by the employees. Around 25-40 bikes are parking there
every day during working hours.



Commuting habits have not been monitored before, and it is a good
opportunity to have more feedback from the employees in this topic.

The main goals are:


to increase the awareness and level of knowledge on sustainable
mobility options among the employees



to reduce private car use, which is a general aim every time



to use sustainable solutions on (or instead of) business trips



to decrease the needs of employees’ parking demand in and around
the City Hall



to raise awareness with educational programs for the citizens
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Previous
experience:



to strengthen the connection with NGOs working on sustainable
mobility



The City Hall has made no special measure and effort on changing its
employees’ commuting behaviour yet. Besides building infrastructure
elements, which can be useful for employees, who are using bicycles
for daily commuting.



There were no extensive surveys made before about mobility habits
and commuting behaviour.

 Bike racks has been improved year by year and these items are used
by the employees every day.

Current
situation:



There was an idea to buy 2-3 bikes for the City Hall to give the
chance for the employees to use them for short trips during working
hours, so that they can visit other offices or making site visits within
the city.



Concrete data about commuting behaviour of the employees are not
available, because no surveys were made before to examine
commuting habits of the employees.



Many employees take their bicycle to come to work. There is large
bike rack in the backyard of the City Hall, which is in use by the
employees. It has a roof and bikes can be locked in it.



The city has a very good infrastructure for cyclists. Cycle paths and
lanes were improved very well in the last decade.



There is no changing room and no opportunity for shower for cyclist
at the City Hall.



Other part of the employees come by their own car to work. The City
Hall has 40-50 parking lots for these cars. It is free of charge, and can
be used in the arriving order.



Employees living close to the City Hall coming on foot to the office, if
the weather is appropriate for walking.



A few employees take the bus in the mornings to come to work. Bus
stops can be found within 100m from the City Hall. Timetables are
good for office workers, because between 7-8 o’clock the bus service
is available.



Car pooling is not known and not used among the employees. It can
be due to the quite short distances.



The City Hall joins to actions like “World Car Free Day” made on 22th
September every year. Before this day the employees receive
information about the action. The mayor arrives to work by bicycle
on that morning.



The city is in connection with many NGOs, which are dealing with
sustainable mobility and cycling promotion.
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Needs:

City Hall:


The situation is not bad, but the city wants to have a more
convenient bicycle system for its citizens and its employees.



The city also wants to exchange experiences with other European
cities and municipalities, and share the best practices from
Békéscsaba.



The management welcomes all information about travel behaviour of
the employees and the motivation factors for changing commuting
modes.

Employees:

Ideas:



More useful bike racks



Changing rooms and showers



Shared company bikes



Not to come every day to work in the office



Establish a service point with some tools near the bike racks

 Provide company bikes or Segways for business trips during the day
 Build more comfortable bike racks
 Allow home office
 Rewarding programmes for employees to make sustainable
commuting modes more attractive

 Competition between departments on using sustainable traffic modes
 Create changing rooms in the City Hall to offer better conditions for
cyclists

Barriers:

Knowledge



Sending interesting information about sustainable modes to
employees in monthly newsletter as an educational program



Hard to motivate employees to change their lifestyle and habits



Cars offer higher comfort compared to cycling and walking, because
there are no major problems with car usage



Many employees could not take the bike because they should take
their children (and their packs) to school / kindergarten



Lack of awareness on sustainable mobility, hard to engage employees



People thinks that only others should change their mobility patterns



Home office solutions are very good options, but it is hard to
implement it in the public sector mainly due to legal issues
(confidential information should be stored somewhere in the cloud)



The human resource department has no time to deal with such
programmes



No exact information about the commuting patterns of the employees
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gaps:

Willingness:



The human resource department is not for managing such changes.
Encouraging employees to change their behaviour needs completely
different skills, than making their contract in a legal way.



The stakeholders are interested in the outcomes of the project. The
management will do their best to implement best practices and to
help employees to use sustainable modes.



The management is open to learn about various measures done in
other cities in Europe.



The City Hall wants to have a mobility plan for employees to have the
chance to improve the share of cyclist among employees.



The stakeholders are willing to find solutions to promote sustainable
commuting modes in awareness rising campaigns.



If there arise be specific needs from the employees, the City Hall will
try to solve the issues.

Actions

Deadline

Responsible

1.

Mobility Survey

March
2017

BME + employees

2.

Stakeholder meeting

July 2017

BME + stakeholders

3.

Training for the mobility team

October
2017

BME
+
employees

4.

Mobility Survey

March
2018

BME + employees

5.

Stakeholder Meeting

June 2018

BME + stakeholders

6.

Campaign action

July 2018

BME + employees

7.

Mobility survey

March
2019

BME + employees

selected

10. Local stakeholder meeting report summary (Modena,
Italy)
10.1. Meeting 1
Topic

Home-work mobility – discussion about problems and solutions
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Date

24/11/2016

Location

City of Modena – Mobility and traffic service

Summary
Background:

Main goals:

Previous
experience:

The participants come from regional agency “Arpae” working on reduction of air
pollution in regional area, from the national associations “Legambiente” that
works on measures and initiatives to increase the consciousness and the
willingness about environmental themes, from “Health District” that works on
the relationship between health and physical activity and from municipal
departments of “Environmental Impact” and “Multicentre Health and
Environment” which are related to mobility because they work also, respectively,
on traffic bans in the urban area for older (and more polluting) vehicles and on
educational activities promoting best practices in the field of sustainable homeschool mobility.


Reach better air quality trough regional measures in the field of
sustainable mobility in urban areas.



Reach better life quality in urban areas trough the citizen involvement
and the evolution of urban movement habits.



Develop a methodology for benchmarking and linking strategies to
identify mobility measures to safeguard the citizens’ health.



Raise awareness from the school age with educational programs.



All the participants have been working on their specific fields for
many years.



Arpae and municipal department of “Environmental Impact”
contributed to the drafting of Integrated Air Quality Plan on regional
area that is approving by regional council.



“Health District” developed some years ago a specific home-work
mobility plan for its employees and has always been strongly
committed to the prevention of health risks.



Since long time “Multicentre Health and Environment” sustains in
Modena’s schools both educational and health activities with children
and their families.
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Current
situation:

All participants are continuously and permanently involved with development of
several activities and measures to promote and to pursue an improvement of
quality of the urban environment and surroundings, the creation of spaces
conditions for the secure stay, movement, accessibility, and usability for a great
range of the population.

Needs:

the main needs of the citizens arisen during the workshop are:

Ideas:

Barriers:



increase in the culture of sustainability and contributing concretely to
high quality economic and social development



emphasize the importance of prevention and of affordable care for
one's own health and for the community health



improvement of safety and security, especially in pedestrian and
cyclist trips



discrediting some false myths about public transport and private cars



reliability of the institutions related to strategic and economic
choices, to priorities definition and to scheduled times respect.



modern communication tools (smartphone applications), able to
calculate calories burned and level of physical activity, to monitor
lifestyle and good habits, to attribute rewards and benefits



new methodology to activate a consciousness: first of the city has to
promote initiatives, then the solution tested has to be applied for a
temporary experimentation, in the end the city will have a new good
habit for its citizen



maps with isochronous areas for each workplace, to show the time
needed to go to work by bike



create restrooms in the workplace to give the chance to change
clothes after a bike trip or a walk



good infrastructures for cyclist and pedestrian: cycle lane on the most
important axis and limited speed zones in all residential areas



the culture of private cars is still too deep-rooted in medium cities
like Modena and there are too many spaces dedicated to cars and too
few infrastructures dedicated to more sustainable way of transport



limited spaces for new infrastructures considering the age of the city



local public transport is optimized for students but not for workers



citizen have usually low awareness about good practices and
relationship between health and physical activity
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Knowledge
gaps:



the dialogue between citizen and municipality needs more efficiency:
the period needed to solve problems arisen from citizen in some cases
is too much



citizen have usually low awareness about good practices and
relationship between health and physical activity



the municipality has to know citizen habits and it could investigate by
questionnaire disseminate in schools



local public transport has to be more immediate and clear to users.

Actions

Deadline

Responsible

1.

verify the implementation of new function related to Feb 2017
health in the monitoring app

2.

initiatives to promote good habits in schools

3.

apply measures related to Integrated Air Quality Plan to Oct 2017
reduce traffic in urban area

municipal
departments
“Environmental
Impact”

promote initiatives with citizen

“Legambiente”

4.

Apr 2017

“Health District”

municipal
departments
of
“Multicentre
Health
and Environment”

of

10.2. Meeting 2
Topic

Home-work mobility – discussion about problems and solutions

Date

5/11/2016

Location

City of Modena – Mobility and traffic service
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Summary
Background:

Main goals:

Previous
experience:

The participants come from:


AESS – Agency for Energy and Sustainable Development, a no profit
association working for the sustainable development of the territory;
it’s composed by 14 experts in the energy sector and it is an
association of 70 public members.



aMo – Modena Mobility Agency, a society composed by local
authorities, both municipal and provincial. Its role is the public
transport lines planning, the management of the regional funds for
public transport, the junction between the municipality and the
provider of public transport service.



SETA – provider of public transport service that operate the routes and
manage the sale of tickets and subscriptions



Engineers without frontiers – a national associations that is engaged in
action to promote sustainable development, especially in urban areas



Mobility and Traffic Service department



Promote good practices, taking also examples from other European
countries: the major area of interest is the Province of Modena, but
they operate at regional and Italian level too.



Reach better Public transport quality trough measures in the field of
sustainable mobility initiatives, and modernization of bus fleet.



Reach better life quality in urban areas trough the citizen involvement
and the evolution of urban movement habits.



Raise awareness with educational programs and sharing experiences.



All the participants have been working on their specific fields for
many years.



AESS was born in 1999 as a Local Energy Agency within a EC SAVE II
Programme and is Climate-KIC affiliated partner since 2012.



aMo was born 10 years ago and in this period developed several
activities, projects and actions to optimize local public transport
policies.



SETA S.p.A is working from 1st Jan 2012, it was formed by the merge
of 3 local public transport companies. Now it manages 29,7 million km
of public transport lines and a fleet composed by 810 buses.



Engineers without frontiers have promoted since several years
sustainable development, especially in urban areas.



Mobility and Traffic Service department works on mobility themes and
has applied on EU project for two years.
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Current
situation:

Needs:

Ideas:

Barriers:



All participants are continuously and permanently involved with
development of several activities and measures to promote and to
pursue an improvement of quality of the urban environment and
surroundings, the creation of spaces conditions for the secure stay,
movement, accessibility, and usability for a great range of the
population.



The municipality of Modena is approving its new Cyclist Mobility Plan,
written by Mobility and Traffic Service department, which analyses
the current situation of mobility for cyclist and proposes several
actions and infrastructures to increase the bike modal share.



replicability of the initiatives, in other contexts, and also, in some
cases, possible interest in sharing experiences with other citizens,
organizations, countries



legislative changes in order to make easier moving by bike than by car



increase the competitiveness and respectability of local public
transport



decrease car parking spaces



activate services for kids, and corporate nursery to decrease the
phenomenon of home-school-work trips



good infrastructures for sustainable users: cycle lane, limited speed
zones but also dedicated bus lanes that could give competitiveness to
local public transport



more efficient inter modality services, especially for commuters
coming in the city from the nearest countries



Limited funds to invest efficiently in Local public transport;



Modena, as medium city, needs to develop a new cultural and political
evolution, to raise awareness about environmental and sustainable
issues;



Some rules in schools force parents to bring and catch kids, so they
always have to organize their trips from home to work adding an
intermediate destination by school, in these cases is obviously much
more flexible the use of private cars.
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Knowledge
gaps:



the policy of compromise, often adopted, especially in the past, is
generally “dangerous” because it dissatisfies the most part of citizen:
for example, in case of urban street redesign, that aims to create a
new dedicated connections for cyclist and pedestrian, often happens
that the project has to combine different request, so at the end will
be generally implemented a minimum size cycle lane and a small
parking spaces decrease.



the communication issues should to be differentiated according to the
users

Actions

Deadline

Responsible

1.

work on incentives for subscription for public transport Sep 2017
services

aMo and SETA

2.

look for previous experience in home-work mobility Mar 2017
plans in EU

AESS

3.

look for funds to invest in sustainable mobility initiatives Oct 2017
from EU project

AESS, aMo and SETA

4.

dissemination of a questionnaire to bike users to collect Mar 2017
data about the frequency and the trip purpose

Engineers
frontiers

5.

implement 35km of limited speed areas

Dec 2018

Municipality
Modena

of

6.

realize 5 km of new bike lanes in urban and extraurban Dec 2018
area

Municipality
Modena

of

7.

solve 10 critical points, by infrastructural actions, where Dec 2018
happened the highest number of bike accident in the
last 5 years

Municipality
Modena

of

increasing the percentage of limited speed streets to
40% in relation to the total amount of urban streets in
Modena

without
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11. Local
stakeholder
(Ljutomer, Slovenia)

meeting

report

summary

Topic

Introduction to the MOVECIT project, briefly scan the mobility situation within
commuters and business trips, test the willingness and specify the obstacles,
needs and solutions

Date

7th of November 2016

Location

Ljutomer, Municipality office

Summary
Background:

Main goals:



For the involvement of public in the mobility decisions of municipality
Ljutomer there are many reserves. Especially at the level of the
operational functioning of the relevant departments of the decision is
not sufficiently transparent and rarely involves the interested public.
A system of prioritizing actions is unclear; decisions are generally a
result of various pressures, including the public. Informing the
population about already approved and planned measures as well as
steps for their implementation is inadequate.



The municipality does not systematically monitor areas of mobility,
travel habits of the population (and employees though), the effects
of investments and measures in the transport system. Somewhat the
situation with the SUMP intensively began to include the public and
key stakeholders in the planning process. Even better cooperation
between stakeholders deepened when revising a SUMP. When it
comes to employee involvement in various processes, unfortunately,
the story is different, because they do not have a specific motivation
for shaping the strategic document.

Main goals: What are the main goals of the stakeholder in relation with mobility
planning, e.g. more consciousness in travel habits of the employees, any kind of
savings because of mode changes


Increase awareness among employees on sustainable mobility modes



Increasing the share of walking on paths up to 1-2 km



Reduce sick leaves



Blocked the total number of parking spaces in front the city hall



Regular participation in European projects on the theme of
sustainable mobility



Improved infrastructure for employees when using sustainable
transport modes



Better mobility planning
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Previous
experience:

Previous experience: Information about any plans, pilot actions, case studies or
other attempts related to mobility planning, which was implemented by the
stakeholder. If there was any, please describe the results and outcomes, e.g.
how many employees became more conscious, how much financial saving could
be realized.


In the municipality of Ljutomer, as in other Slovenian municipalities,
they have no tradition of strategic transport planning. The bulk of the
existing strategic transport decisions are formed within the spatial
planning documents of the municipality. These focus on transport
infrastructure and overall do not address the transport system and its
management, there are absent strategies for individual elements of
the transport system as well, such as public transport, cycling or
parking.



The problem the municipality is in size of it, because they cannot
afford numerous administrations, so the capacity of the employees as
well as funding for comprehensive treatment of the transport system
is limited.



Although municipality has the experiences with the SUMP and they
developed it again (revision of the previous one), the administration
employees are only slightly aware of the sustainable mobility options.
They are no real willingness to change the modes. Furthermore, no
specific training and data have been ever provided to show the
benefit of changing the modes.



The municipality has participating also in some EU projects with the
thematic of sustainable mobility. The target groups were always the
citizens, other stakeholders and never directly the employees of the
municipality administration.

The EU projects are:

Current
situation:

Needs:



Active travel network (URBACT programme) as a project partner / it
was develop Local plan for promotion of the soft measures in the
frame of sustainable mobility



Challenge (IEE programme) as a follower city;



Travel switch (IEE programme) as a follower city



Prosperity (Horizon 2020) as a project partner

There has some positive sign for switching the modes among employees. They
establish the internal rule on parking permits which are limited in numbers. The
control is established as well. SUMP has been developed and municipality
administration has been involved in the development process as well. Currently
there are approximately 40 employees working at the administration. At the
moment only 3 people walking to the workplace, 5 are cycling, the rest of them
using car for travelling. There is no bicycle parking place, just the usual place
where can everyone leave the bicycles, no changing rooms or shower, which is
on the other hands their needs for commuting more sustainable.


Flexible working time;
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Ideas:

Barriers:

Knowledge
gaps:

Willingness:



Changing rooms and showers



Company’s e-bicycles



New cycling friendly infrastructure



Establishing customized public transport;



Flexible working time;



Rewarding of the employees (the example of the reward: if you walk
the whole month you get the prize such as excursion)



The limitation related to rewarding of the public workers;



Cycling connections are missing



No shower or changing room



No roof covered cycling parking



Long distances to workplace and children transportation to the
schools;



Poor planning investment;



Commuting is time consuming;



Personal car needed also for business trips;

The most important fact is the lower financial capacities of the municipality
administration to meet all the set goals. Another aspect is the understanding of
the mobility planning process which is not totally yet adopted by the employees.
The employees are less open up to change which sometimes is a big burden and
reduce the development possibilities.


There is a general willingness to do the changes in modal split among
municipality’s employees. But when it comes to practice and real
implementation the willingness disappeared.



Step by step introduction into the mobility planning will be the most
effective approach. Employees need to slowly be involved into the
process which is in short term period very time consuming, but in the
long term it will be more efficient.

Actions

Deadline

Responsible

1.

Stakeholder meeting 1 (with the head of the
department and mayor) for mobility plan development

End
of
March 17’

LP+PP8

2.

Stakeholder meeting 2 (with the head of department
and representatives of the employees) for mobility plan
development

April 17’

LP+PP8

3.

Stakeholder workshop 1 (with the head of department
and representatives of the employees) for mobility plan

June 17

LP+PP8
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development
4.

Dissemination of the project leaflet

March 17 –
July 17

LP+PP8

5.

Campaign action (contains usage of the trendy posters,
thematic leaflet, recruiting into the bike competition
and rewarding) for mobility planning process

March 17 –
July 17

LP+PP8

6.

Stakeholder meeting 3 for mobility plan development

September
17

LP+PP8

7.

Stakeholders interviews when developing personalized
travel plans

January June 18’

LP+PP8

8.

Campaign action (communication on pilot action) for
pilot action process / implementation

January November
18’

LP+PP8

12. Local stakeholder meeting report summary (Ústecký
Region, Czech Republic)
12.1. Meeting 1
Topic

City Hall Litoměřice

Date

01 November 2016

Location

City Hall Litomerice, Ústecký Region

Summary
Background:

Municipality of Litoměřice belongs to local governments that actively seek
increasing the quality of the management of city hall, introducing elements of
strategic management in the spirit of the principles of good governance and
sustainable development, operate with a balanced budget and actively
communicate with their residents. National and European financial resources are
used to ensure this wide range activities leading towards strategic management.
The town has numerous analyses and conceptual materials – the new Strategic
development plan of the municipality of Litoměřice was approved in 2012.
Employees of the municipality have been tutored in methods of quality public
administration.
The meeting was attended by these stakeholders:
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Karel Krejza, the deputy mayor of the municipality of Litoměřice

Role in the project: political support


Zdeněk Zabilanský, MěÚ Litoměřice, mobility manager

Role in the project: coordination of the stakeholders


Antonín Tym, Department of Strategic planning and development,
MěÚ Litoměřice

Role in the project: connection of the MP for the employees with currently
prepared SUMP


Jaroslav Lachman, Department of Administration, MěÚ Litoměřice
Role in the project: implementation of measures proposed in action
plan (within the municipal buildings)



Lenka Kuchařová, Department of Transport Management, MěÚ
Litoměřice
Role in the project: implementation of measures proposed in action
plan (within the municipality)



Eva Břeňová, Spokeswoman, MěÚ Litoměřice
Role in the project: communication of the project

Main goals:

The change of travel behavior of the employees (decreasing the share of
automobile transportation on the daily commuting basis, increasing the number
of people commuting by public transportation or biking to work) could contribute
to the objectives of the Strategic plan of the municipality in the transportation
area and also the objectives of SUMP (now in the process of making).

Previous
experience:

The stakeholders have been connected into the project QUEST, which goal was
quality management system implementation within the sustainable urban
mobility planning. These stakeholders are also members of work group for
preparation of SUMP.

Current
situation:

Specific data about travel behavior of the employees are not available. The
management of the hospital assumes that majority of the employees are
commuting by car. The lack of parking spaces was named as the biggest issue in
employees’ mobility situation. The municipality is trying to create better
conditions for the employees commuting by bike (there is a bike shelter planned
to be created). The public transportation within the town is not view as an
attractive mean of transportation (according to the stakeholders), because the
inappropriate routing and insufficient offer of the connections.

Needs:

Ideas:



Information about travel behavior of the employees (including
preferences and motivators for change of commuting)



New infrastructure (especially for pedestrians)



Coordinated approach during the implementation of measures
supporting sustainable mobility



Better system of public transportation



Carry out a staff travel survey and analyze current state of the
employees’ mobility
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Barriers:



Creation of Mobility Plan for the municipal hospital



Building of new infrastructure for cyclist (bike shelters, showers)



Operation of company e-bikes and e-cars



Changes in operation of the public transportation (instead of external
provider the town would like to be the provider itself)



Current lifestyle of majority of the employees (they are used to car
commuting)



Biking is perceived more as a recreational activity than way of
transportation to work etc.



Financial barriers for some measures implementation (e-cars)



Legislative barriers (tax disadvantage of private use of company
vehicles)

Knowledge
gaps:

The awareness of the employees of the hospital about mobility management is
insufficient in the most cases. Majority of people is convinced that the transport
problems should be dealt with investments into spaces for automobile
transportation, increasing the capacity of parking and building new roads.
Employees and management of the hospital should be educated in mobility
management as whole.

Willingness:

The municipality tries to push through long-term visions which are symbiotic with
the basis of sustainable development. This is possible because of the politically
stable leadership of the municipality. The decisive number of councilors (which
are members of diverse political parties) have similar opinion on majority of
basic strategic goals. The town has created the position of mobility manager
whom competences are for instance: cooperation of activities of mobility
projects within the municipality, control of parallel development and
harmonization of the documents with the Plan of sustainable development, etc.

Actions

Deadline

Responsible

1.

Preparation of the questionnaire for the staff travel
survey. Set-up of the working group. Approval of the
final questionnaire by working group.

February
2017

Nadace Partnerství

2.

Preparation and realization of information campaign.

April 2017

Mobility
manager,
MěÚ Litoměřice

3.

Staff travel survey.

April 2017

Mobility
manager,
MěÚ Litoměřice

4.

Staff travel survey data analyses, report on current
state of employees’ mobility, proposal of action plan
and its approval by working group

Septembe
r 2017

Nadace Partnerství

5.

Implementation of chosen measures included in action

April 2018

Mobility

manager,
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plan

MěÚ Litoměřice

6.

Monitoring staff travel survey.

April 2018

Nadace Partnerství

7.

Staff travel survey data analyses, report on state of
employees’ mobility during the project, actualization
of action plan

May 2018

Nadace Partnerství

8.

On-going implementation of measures in action plan.

April 2019

Mobility
manager,
MěÚ Litoměřice

9.

Monitoring staff travel survey. Data analyses. Final
report on employees’ mobility.

May 2019

Nadace Partnerství

12.2. Meeting 2
Topic

City Hospital Litoměřice

Date

01 November 2016

Location

City Hospital Litoměřice, Ústecký Region

Summary
Background:

City Hospital Litoměřice is the biggest employer in town (approximately 800
employees). The hospital is funded by the municipality of Litoměřice.

Main goals:

The change of travel behaviour of the employees (decreasing the share of
automobile transportation on the daily commuting basis, increasing the number
of people commuting by public transportation or biking to work) could add to
better passability of roads inside of the hospital area and to free up capacity at
the parking lot which is primarily intended for patients.

Previous
experience:

The hospital has no previous experience in mobility planning. However, there
document which Proposes the solutions for the transportation in the hospital
premises. Unfortunately, this document didn’t lead to any improvement of the
transport situation in reality.

Current
situation:



Specific data about travel behaviour of the employees are not
available. The management of the hospital assumes that majority of
the employees are commuting by car. The biggest issue is the lack of
parking spaces for employees and therefore for patients (clients)
since the employees also park at the parking spaces for the patients.
Parking at roads (inside the hospital centre) which are not dedicated
for this purpose, is consequently a problem because these roads are
than partially blocked which can cause troubles for passage of
ambulance or supplies vehicles.
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Needs:

Ideas:



Some employees are biking to work. There is shelter for bicycles
outside the building with security video system. Even though some
employees take their bikes inside the building, which can cause
problems as well.



The timetables of public transportation are not adapted to the
working hours of the employees of the hospital.



Information about travel behaviour of the employees (including
preferences and motivators for change of commuting)



New infrastructure (especially for pedestrians)



Coordinated approach during the implementation of measures
supporting sustainable mobility



Better system of public transportation



Carry out a staff travel survey and analyse current state of the
employees’ mobility



Creation of Mobility Plan for the municipal hospital



Building of new infrastructure for cyclist and pedestrians

Barriers:

Current lifestyle of majority of the employees (they are used to car commuting)

Knowledge
gaps:

The awareness of the employees of the hospital about mobility management is
insufficient in the most cases. Majority of people is convinced that the transport
problems should be dealt with investments into spaces for automobile
transportation, increasing the capacity of parking and building new roads.
Employees and management of the hospital should be educated in mobility
management as whole.

Willingness:

Management department of the hospital is determined to deal with transport
issues and they are open to new procedures. There have been some surveys
among employees in the past (not transportation related surveys) so there is a
possibility to use already existing system for this.

Actions

Deadline

Responsible

1.

Preparation of the questionnaire for the staff travel
survey. Set-up of the working group. Approval of the
final questionnaire by working group.

February
2017

Nadace Partnerství

2.

Preparation and realization of information campaign.

April 2017

Mobility
manager,
MěÚ Litoměřice

3.

Staff travel survey.

April 2017

Mobility
manager,
MěÚ Litoměřice

4.

Staff travel survey data analyses, report on current
state of employees’ mobility, proposal of action plan
and its approval by working group

September
2017

Nadace Partnerství
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5.

Implementation of chosen measures included in
action plan

April 2018

Mobility
manager,
MěÚ Litoměřice

6

Monitoring staff travel survey.

April 2018

Nadace Partnerství

7

Staff travel survey data analyses, report on state of
employees’ mobility during the project, actualization
of action plan

May 2018

Nadace Partnerství

8

On-going implementation of measures in action plan.

April 2019

Mobility
manager,
MěÚ Litoměřice

9

Monitoring staff travel survey. Data analyses. Final
report on employees’ mobility.

May 2019

Nadace Partnerství

13. Local stakeholder meeting report summary (Leipzig,
Germany)
Topic

Working group transport and mobility Central Germany Metropolitan Region

Date

14.11.2016

Location

Mitteldeutscher Verkehrsverbund (MDV), Prager Straße 8, City of Leipzig

Summary
Background:

Main goals:

Central Germany Metropolitan Region is associated partner in the project. The
members are municipalities and cities, federal ministries for transport of the
federal states, districts, public transport operators, companies and associations
dealing with mobility issues. It was selected to transfer the results developed for
city administration in Leipzig to Metropolitan region and how to disseminate the
results to a wider area. So, focus was less to discuss of mobility management
development itself, instead to focus of the transfer and dissemination.


Good offers for public transport



Increasing environmentally transport modes



Fostering cycling and better interconnection of cycling routes



Further establish electro mobility in the metropolitan area



Transfer and disseminate the results of MOVECIT project as good
practice to the different institution in the Central Germany
Metropolitan Region
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Previous
experience:

Current
situation:



Different pilot projects for different topics in relation to mobility
management



Concept dealing with mobility management of 2010 for the City of
Leipzig was developed in model project efficient mobile



Mobility management included as chapter in the development plan of
traffic and urban public space



Central Europe project RailHuc for establishment of a public transport
concept for better access of regions to rail infrastructure



Model region for electro mobility Saxony including projects as for
example energy saving systems in public transport, fleet management
of e-cars



Intelligent traffic solutions



Model project ‘Muldental in Fahrt’ esp. for better connection of rural
regions and alternative mobility offers, mobility stations and so on

This was not discussed especially because of the wide range of the Central
Germany Metropolitan Region with different local and regional situations. It has
been not seen relevant for the dissemination and transfer of results in general.
For Leipzig, this is known and included in the analysis.
Part of discussion was more general topics as e.g. park and ride, bike and ride
station, combination of line network plans in the region, electro mobility
initiatives.

Needs:

Ideas:

Barriers:

Knowledge
gaps:



mobility plans should be transferable also to other cities



easy measurable indicators for evaluation



including beside hard facts as costs, and infrastructure soft and
personal reasons



Dissemination events for raise awareness of mobility management



Ideas concentrate on the further involvement of Central Germany
Metropolitan Region and dissemination options:



Further presentation of MOVECIT in the meetings



Mobility conference in 2018 in combination with new mobility fair or
annual conference of Central Germany Metropolitan Region



Lack of financial resources to develop mobility management



Lack of time and human resources



Culture of using own car esp. for city trips

Knowledge gaps are not part of discussion, have seen not relevant for the
transfer of results. According to the city of Leipzig knowledge gaps are


Data: lack of individual traffic patterns and operating grade



Equipment: Improve equipment as cargo bikes, bicycles and so on for
inner city business trips and a fleet management system
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Willingness:

Central Germany Metropolitan Region is associated partner in the project and
willing to support the project by dissemination of results from the City of Leipzig
to the metropolitan area.

Actions

Deadline

Responsible

1.

Training on tools for mobility plans in the metropolitan
area

5/2017

Aufbauwerk
in
consultation
with
Central
Germany
Metropolitan Region

2.

Stakeholder meeting working group transport and
mobility

12/2017

Aufbauwerk, City of
Leipzig;
Central
Germany
Metropolitan Region

3.

Mobility conference for dissemination

11/2018

Aufbauwerk, City of
Leipzig;
Central
Germany
Metropolitan Region

4.

2 Regional dissemination events

5/2019

Aufbauwerk, City of
Leipzig;
Central
Germany
Metropolitan Region
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